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An exquisitely photographed celebration of one of the world's most beautiful cities: the perfect gift

for Francophiles and food lovers. An irresistible combination of classic French dessert recipes and

breathtaking photographic tour of this enchanting city, Sweet Paris is more than just a cookbook: it's

a sweet-toothed guide to Paris, a city where even the desserts are chic. With more than thirty

distinctly Parisian recipes, ranging from tarts and macarons to madeleines and chocolates, let your

taste buds do the walking. A sophisticated design and stunning images help to make this book a

timeless keepsake that will be cherished for years to come. Photographer Michael Paul has a

passion for both Paris and desserts, which are captured beautifully in his images of the city of light

and love. Sit back and flick through the pages to enjoy the ambience and joie de vivre of this

remarkable city.
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This is a beautifully written and illustrated book that transported me back to Paris. The recipes are

clear and easy to follow, and the results have all been wonderful. It has been a long time since I

have enjoyed a cook book this much!

If you want to read about the cafes and pastries in paris and see pretty foid pgotography then this is

great. If u want to bake the recipes then no! I tried 2 recipes, the brownies are described as "to die

for" but no its just normal ive baked better .. Much better.



Haven't tried any of the recipies although they seem manageable. It's the photos that I love more:

Everyday life scenes surrounded by pastries and patisseries galore. Makes me imagine I'm back in

Paris though it's never the same as actually being there, but this book is a close second.

This is a great cookbook. It has so many great French recipes in it. I keep it on my counter and it

even just looks so pretty as a decoration piece. Would make a great gift for a pastry chef or even

someone who likes to bake.

Husband and daughter walked through memory lane from their trip. They tried the macaroon recipe

and they came out perfect the first try.

I love French desserts. We have a local French baker that is awesome. I have always wanted to try

and make some French desserts myself. This cookbook is full of great recipes of some of my

favorite French desserts. Great pictures to which is really important to me in a cookbook.

This is more like a reference book with historical or commentary background rather than a true

recipe how to book.

my wife loved this book when she saw it in an expensive mall store at the beginning of February so I

thought it would make a nice Valentine's surprise for her!book arrived perfect condition and within 2

days with prime shipping, just PERFECT for valentine's day.
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